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Conferences Series LLC Ltd has successfully concluded its 9th 
International Conference on Tropical Diseases from 
February 24-25, 2020 in Berlin, Germany. More than 30 
distinguished scientists, researcher, academician participated 
for sharing research advance, knowledge and expertise related 
to the Tropical Diseases worldwide. The 2 days conference, held 
on February 24th through February 25th provides the leading 
academic scientists, researchers and scholars to share their 
experiences and research results about all aspects in Tropical 
Diseases. 

9th International Conference on Tropical Medicine and 
Infectious Diseases, 2020 was inaugurated, followed by the 
Keynote session by Shahryar Eghtesadi, Azad University, Iran 
with the title “Study of the iron chelating effect of green tea in 
smear positive TB patients using sputum smear, serum 
malondialdehyde and blood iron indices”. The session was 
chaired by Shahryar Eghtesadi, Azad University, Iran. 

The conference’s first day, featured panels on Tropical Diseases. 
And, the talk on ” Generation of influenza A viruses as live but 
replication-incompetent virus vaccines” by Huan 
Xu, “SUPERBUGS - A LIFE THREATENING AND FAST- GROWING 
RISK” by Farrah Bilal, “Sulfotopes from Trypanosoma cruzi 
major or minor antigenic glycoproteins, are involved in parasite 
infection, and immunopathogenesis of experimental Chagas 
disease” by Vilma G Duschak. The second day began with an 
insightful poster session on Comparative analysis of infectious 
and non-infectious etiology of diarrhoea in immunocompetent 
patients and those with HIV-infection/AIDS (5-year study) and 
on Prevalence of hepatitis A, B, C, D infections among Bulgarian 
prison inmates. The conference concluded with the poster 
session. 

Supported through the organizing committee network of 
renowned scientific and professional expert such as Shahryar 
Eghtesadi, Azad University, Iran, Aude Lalis, MNHN CNRS, 
France. It provided a platform for collaboration 
among colleagues, vendors, and academia to reveal new 
innovations, solutions, ideas, and emerging technologies in 
Tropical Diseases. 

Forthcoming Conferences on 10th International Conference 
on Tropical Medicine and Infectious Diseases during 
February 24-25, 2021 at London, UK 

Conferences Series LLC Ltd takes great pleasure in inviting the 
scientific community across the globe to the 10th International 

Conference on Tropical Medicine and Infectious 
Diseases during February 15-16, 2021 at London, UK. London is 
the capital of UK and largest city. London is considered as one of 
the best venue for conducting conferences due its favourite 
tourist destinations. Tropical Diseases 2021 conference aims 
in gathering renowned Scientists, Professors and Research 
professionals across the globe under a single roof, where they 
discuss the research, achievements and advancements in the 
field. It also catalyzes for information exchange and networking 
between researchers and business entrepreneurs of diverse 
backgrounds for the advancement of Technology and Research 
in the field of Infectious Diseases. 

The upcoming Tropical Diseases  2021 focus on infectious 
diseases and prevention techniques for infectious diseases. This 
conference will also present the advanced research, advanced 
techniques related to the Infectious Diseases. 

The participants can exchange and share their research results 
covering the scientific aspect of Infectious Diseases 
Epidemiology of Infectious Diseases, COVID-19, Diagnosis of 
Infectious Diseases, Infection Prevention, Control and 
Treatment, Emerging and Re-Emerging Infectious Diseases, 
Antimicrobial Agents, STD and Contact Diseases, Bacterial 
Infectious Diseases, Fungal Infectious Diseases, Neglected & 
Tropical Infectious Diseases, Parasitic Infectious Diseases, Viral 
Infections, Recent Outbreaks and their Control, Pediatric 
Infectious Diseases, Food and Water Borne Infections, 
Pulmonary and Chest Infections, Dental and Oral Infectious 
Diseases. 

Conference will encourage Young Researcher’s Forum, scientists 
and the researchers in their early stage of career graph to widely 
discuss their outcome so as to enrich and develop the idea. The 
‘Best Poster Award’ is meant to encourage students in taking 
active part in the International Science platform to sharpen their 
skills and knowledgebase. 

The Sponsor in the Tropical Diseases 2021 can reach and get 
exposure to new clients, customer, business, brand awareness 
and media exposure. The sponsorship has different 
levels Premium Sponsorship Packages: Elite Sponsor, Silver 
Sponsor, Gold Sponsor, Exhibition, Additional Sponsorship 
Packages and Advertisements. Organizing Committee Members 
are scientific and professional expert such as Shahryar 
Eghtesadi, Azad University, Iran. 
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